Now Service Bodies can be easily equipped with a convenient tonneau cover for secure storage of tools & equipment.

With just a flip of a switch, located in a locked compartment, the Utility Bedlocker retracts into a canister at the front, allowing full and easy access to the bed.

In the closed position, the tonneau cover tucks in behind the tailgate for security.

Electro magnetic brake locks the cover in any position.

The low-profile aerodynamic design may increase fuel economy.

Pace Edwards can custom fit any Service Body Bed.
Optional Rail system accommodates optional Contractor & Utility Rig Racks.

Durable anodized finish on interlocking rigid aluminum panels.

Switch located inside the service body operates the electric cover.

Release lever offers manual operation of cover if needed.

"Utility Body shown in picture with optional Explorer-Series™ Racks."
PACE EDWARDS CAN CUSTOM FIT ANY SERVICE BODY TRUCK BED

IMPORTANT! Due to the variances in manufacturing and aftermarket bedliners, all dimensions must be taken from the actual service body bed being used in the installation of the Utility Bedlocker.

Please fill out the information and dimensions below and fax back to us at (360) 736-9992

NAME: ____________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________

CITY: __________________ STATE/PROV. ______ ZIP ______

PHONE: __________________ FAX: ______

SERVICE BODY: ___________________ MAKE: ___________ MODEL: ___________

A* B - Front
B - Rear
C
D - Side
E
F
G
H
I*

TAILGATE STYLE: (CHECK ONE)

☐ Hook ☐ SlamGate ☐ Lift & Latch

UTILITY BEDLOCKER RAIL STYLE: (CHECK ONE)

☐ Standard (Flat) ☐ Optional Explorer Rails

(accommodate rack components)

NOTES:

1. Make all measurements in inches accurate to
   within 1/16" of an inch.
2. Box material thickness in decimal or fraction

** Measurements should include clearance for any weld beads around tailgate latches

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS & OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

IMPORTANT!

* Radial Curve at Tailgate End

☐ YES ☐ NO

If the Service Body has a radial curve at the tailgate complete measurement "A" to the inside of the curve.

"If purchasing Optional Contractor Rig Rack
If purchasing Contractor Rig Rack complete measurement
"1" from top of truck cab to top of Service Body bed.
And specify truck cab size:

☐ Regular ☐ Crew Cab
☐ Ext. Cab ☐ Other

ASK ABOUT OUR OPTIONAL RACK SYSTEMS!

Utility Rig® Rack & Contractor Rig® Rack
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR LIGHT TRUCKS